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he wins immediately. The same applies if
he is able to lay a so-called River or Path
(a diagonal from one side of the gameboard to the other) or fill the four hollows
of the outer edge of the board.
The shortest diagonal is only three
spaces long at the beveled corners of the
board; that makes for quick wins in the
early games. Experienced tribal warriors,
however, almost always besiege each
other until the very end. They also appreciate the win of half spaces with only two
balls, which gives them only half points
but also adds to the final scoring.
The playing time depends considerably
on the level of the opponents. Making a
“Scholar’s mate” or building up a “double
mill” is often successful only in introductory games. Experienced players fight for
up to thirty minutes in most cases, until
each has been able to place his 28 balls.
The challenge remains substantial, as the
players always have to keep Kiehl’s different victory conditions in mind. So every
game remains suspenseful and requires
constant attention. This applies especially

to the master’s level, in
which a Maori warrior
comes into play. If he is
used, tribal tiles (also
your own) are removed
permanently,
even
over entire rows of
spaces.
The game’s highquality achievement
is instrumental in its
high replay value.
Every gameboard is
a unique item,
made in Crottendorf in the southeast German part of the Ore Mountains; semiprecious stones, glass marbles and handcrafted Maori warrior clay figures contribute to the tactile pleasure. In
comparison, the cardboard counters fall
behind a bit, but they are expedient. The
game instructions are excellently elaborated, and Florian Buchner’s cover introduces the players to the duel on the
beach of the ball-shaped boulders in a fittingly atmospheric fashion.

In light of the playing appeal and the
presentation of the game, I consider the
purchase price perfectly appropriate.
Wieland Herold/sbw
Moeraki-Kemu (Kiehly) by
Stefan Kiehl; for 2 players,
about 8 years and up;
duration: about 5–25 minutes;
price: about 50 €.

A

t first glance, the game hasn’t
changed much, except for the
box format. Again, we get a thick
bundle of strings – in colors different
from those in its predecessor, though. A
scoring board is missing. Instead, the new
game comes with a bag full of colored
wooden cubes.
String Railway Transport is
not a variant or expansion of
the previous game; and it
can’t be combined with that
game either. It is something
independent
and
new.
Whereas the predecessor was
exclusively about building up a
railroad network, the new version uses that as merely the precondition for fulfilling lucrative
cargo deliveries. This requires
some more preparation.
Again, the playing area is
enclosed by a long string. A second one signifies a mountain
range; this time, water is left out,
even though the game instructions still mention a river. Depending on the number of players, a

different number of city stations and
approximately the same number of stations in the outskirts are distributed
throughout the playing area. This time,
the station tiles don’t show any point
numbers or connecting conditions. The
city stations are equipped with cargo

cubes (drawn unseen out of a bag) at the
beginning; the outskirts don’t get them
until they are connected to the track network.
On your turn, you first use one of your
strings to build a new route, and, in doing
so, you connect any number of stations. If you cross other players’
routes or build into the mountains,
it costs you action points. Initially,
you have only very few points at
your disposal. They are displayed
on small locomotive tiles. Buying
a bigger locomotive that provides
more action points costs action
points as well – first only one,
but it becomes more expensive
with stronger engines.
Action points are badly
needed; as the track network
grows, you can’t avoid crossing
other lines. You need the action
points especially to pay the
freight costs. The small colored
cubes need to be transported
to a station of their color, but
only over your own routes. If
you succeed, you put them aside
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for the final scoring. Each station they
pass, however, costs one action point.
The long distance missions are more
challenging. They are not indicated by
wooden cubes but by tiles that give you
minus points if you don’t complete the
mission. However, they are more flexible
in their handling. The longer the transport route the bigger the reward. But, of
course, this costs action points as well.
Only if you resolve these long distance
missions do you get wild card cubes, in
addition to victory points. At the end of
the game, players score for sets of differently colored cargo cubes – the more the
better. The wild cards substitute for missing colors.

Each player has only five strings to use.
This means that the game ends after only
five rounds. But different from the predecessor game, this takes a bit longer this
time since this game is not only about connecting profitable stations but also about
optimizing transportation routes. Unfortunately, only after connecting a station in
the outskirts for the first time does one
learn what cargo is waiting there to be
transported. A chance for the subsequent
player to create a faster connection.
Which is the better game: String Railway or String Railway Transport? It is
pointless to answer this question because
the first game is no longer available.
Transport, too, was already sold out at

the beginning of the SPIEL. But on
request, Hisashi Hayashi, the author,
announced he would produce a new print
run. It can be assumed that it won’t be
available before SPIEL ’12. Currently, a
distribution partner is not in sight – and,
in view of the unusual game materials,
probably pretty unlikely. And this is really
a pity, since this game is definitely worth
a recommendation.
KMW/sbw

the crows enter the scene and move on
the playing area – which would get us to
Fearsome Floors, since the crows are
semi-intelligent, as the monster in Friese’s
game is. They move automatically to the
closest Shiny Object in a straight line, provided they don’t have to fly over any trash
or gaps in the display (why flying birds
should be wary of gaps is anyone’s guess).
If a flock of corvids dithers between several Shiny Objects, they split up.
The indivisible
remainder is permanently undecided and stays
put. After that,
each player scores
points according to
the number of
crows on his Shiny
Object. Which, in
the end, has nothing
to do any more with
Fearsome Floors.
At this point, I
don’t want to go into
the little subtleties
and special tiles but
just focus on how the
game plays.
In short: It plays well!
In a bit more detail: Well – but Crows is a
typical representative of the “Find the
optimal place for your tile” category.
Long-term planning is something we
don’t find in Crows as, for instance, we
don’t find it in Carcassonne – which isn’t

actually bad for the latter. Picking a place
for the tile; waiting nervously for what the
dear co-players will do with the chosen
crows; scoring; distributing crows anew
over the playing area under certain circumstances, so that it doesn’t go back
and forth too much; and then starting
over in the next round with a new starting
player.
If you make good moves, you can
secure a portion of the birds before the
other players have even had a chance to
make their placement. Good moves alone
are not enough, though, because the supposed super-tile might turn out to be a
failure, if the other players use certain
special tiles to reroute the chosen flock of
birds. So you should have a certain level
of frustration tolerance.
All in all, Crows assumes a good middle position among the move-optimization games: It is more than nice (since it is
original), but less than super (since the
games proceed somewhat uniformly) –
therefore, it is somewhere in the slightlyabove-average-range in the ranking of
tile-laying games in the world. Nothing
that we’ve all been waiting for, but also
nothing we want to miss.
Peer Sylvester/sbw

String Railway Transport
(OKAZU) by Hisashi Hayashi; for 2–5 players, about
10 years and up; duration: about
30–75 minutes; price: about 24 €.

Crows

I
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n my studies of mathematics, I was
taught that if A=B and B=C, A=C must
apply as well. This seems not to be
valid for what feels like similarities
between games, since, for example,
Crows rudimentarily reminds me of Fearsome Floors in one specific aspect. And
when Fearsome Floors came out, it
reminded many players of Roborally.
Nevertheless, the
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crows in Crows
have nothing at all to do with the robots
of Roborally. Especially since there is no
board in Crows but only a display of adjacent tiles.
Every round, each player first lays out a
tile and then places his Shiny Object on
any tile. When all players have done so,

Crows (Valley Games) by
Tyler Sigman; for 2–4 players, about 10 years and up;
duration: about 45 minutes; price:
about 29 €.

